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Thank you for your interest in starting and sustaining a recovery from 
white conditioning group.  

This document contains materials that will support you in bringing a 
group to life.   

(Additionally, recovery texts are available for purchase at the following 
link: https://www.amazon.com/Recovery-White-Conditioning-
Combs/dp/1977820565/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1522978438&sr=8-
1&keywords=recovery+from+white+conditioning) 

You are welcome to use these materials as you strive to create a loving, 
accountable community in which white people may engage in deep self-
reflection and personal transformation. 

We invite you to contact us through our website at 
www.recoveryfromwhiteconditioning.com with questions, feedback, and 
stories of success and community-building. 

We hope that our recovery community will continue to grow, as we strive 
to nurture and challenge ourselves and each other on this lifelong journey 
to reclaim our full humanity. 

In a spirit of love and accountability, we wish you well. 
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Recovery from White Conditioning Group: Guidelines for Meeting 

 

1.) Open with the Call to Recovery: “We are here to be fully human to 
ourselves, fully accountable to each other.”  

2.) Read the “Suggested Welcome” found below:  

We welcome you to our program centered on Recovery from White 
Conditioning. We are grateful for your presence here today, and we 
wish you well on this lifelong journey of recovery.    

When we learned about white privilege and systemic racism, we, too, 
felt overwhelmed and alone. In recovery, we find that we can love 
ourselves and others while confronting the dehumanizing ideology 
of white supremacy, as it lives in us and around us.  

We encourage you to apply the 12 steps of Recovery from White 
Conditioning in your efforts to recover and reclaim your full 
humanity. Without this type of support, it can be too painful to 
face—and fight against—the ways in which we participate in—and 
benefit from—systems of racial oppression.  

Our meeting lasts for approximately one hour. During this time we 
come together for mutual help. Each person has an uninterrupted 
turn to speak; you may choose to speak or “pass.” If you need more 
individual time, members are available to talk with you after the 
meeting.  

We request that all present refrain from gossip and dominance. 
Please remember that we keep the focus on ourselves and our 
personal responsibility for growing. We thank you for your 
cooperation in our group effort to stick to Recovery from White 
Conditioning principles. 

3.) Introductions 

 (Individual: Hi, I’m (name). Group: Hi, (name).) 
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4.) Ask if there are any newcomers? Welcome! We’re glad you’re here. 

5.) Any business or announcements?  

6.) Pass the basket. 

We pass the basket to collect money. Our group has no dues or fees, 
but we do have expenses like rent and literature. You are encouraged 
NOT to contribute at your first meeting, and contributions you make 
at subsequent meetings are strictly up to you.  

7.) Pass the calendar and phone list.  

At this time, we pass the calendar to provide newcomers and seasoned 
members the chance to volunteer to lead a meeting. All members are 
encouraged to be of service. If you would like to learn more about these 
and other service opportunities, feel free to talk to me (this week’s 
Facilitator) after the meeting.  
I will also pass around the phone list. We use the phone list to support 
each other and ask for support between meetings. Additional copies of 
the phone list are available on the literature table. If you are willing to 
take program calls and are not on the list, please add your contact 
information, and we will update the list. 

 

8.) (Optional) Ask if anyone would speak briefly about partnership1.  

9.) We’ll now host a minute of silence…so that we may center our hearts 
and minds on the lived experiences of our brothers and sisters of color and 
Indigenous people…who have endured centuries of terror in this country.  

10.) People of Color and Indigenous people have done our work, for us, for 
far too long. As we embrace our responsibility for personal and communal 
transformation, we read about white anti-racists who have gone before 
us…as motivation to have courage, take real risks, and fight for social 
change in tangible ways. (Ask someone to read the marked page in the 
binder titled: White Anti-Racists through History.)   

11.) Now let’s read the 12 Steps. (Pg. 8 in Recovery from White Conditioning). 

                                                           
1 Partnership: similar to sponsorship, without hierarchy/level of experience factored in.  
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12.) Today, we are focusing on Step _____. Next week we will discuss Step 
____. 

13.) We will now read Step ____ in Recovery from White Conditioning. 

14.) Split into groups.  

Based on group size, determine whether to further split into groups 
by counting off.  

Group 1 will stay here. Groups 2 and 3 will meet in rooms _____.  

15.) If appropriate, give a member of Groups 2 and 3 a suggested closing. 

16.) Proceed with uninterrupted turns for each member to share (or pass).  

17.) After each group member has an uninterrupted turn to share, close the 
meeting using the suggested closing found below: 

As we close out our time together, we remember that our journey to 
understand and heal ourselves happens within these four walls…and 
must continue far beyond them.  

In this space, we have each described personal efforts that are a part 
of our growth and recovery. Take what seems helpful and leave the 
rest. The stories you heard were shared in confidence and should be 
treated as confidential. As it has been said: “What’s said here stays 
here. What’s learned here leaves here.” 

If you are new to learning about the ways in which white supremacy 
has affected you and the world around you…we remind you that we, 
too, have felt overwhelmed with new racial consciousness. Whatever 
your struggles, there are those among us who have experienced them 
too. If you try to keep an open mind, you’ll find help. You’ll develop 
strategies to continue loving yourself and others while growing 
courage and commitment to take action for racial justice.  

Will all who wish to do so join me in repeating the Call to Recovery: 
“We are here to be fully human to ourselves, fully accountable to each 
other.” 
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We are here  

to be fully human  
to ourselves,  

fully accountable  
to each other. 

 

 

*cr. Shailja Patel, author of Migritude. 
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12 Step Model of Recovery from White Conditioning 

1.) We admitted that we had been socially conditioned by the ideology of white 
supremacy…that our minds were subject to racial biases, often unconsciously so. 

The first step to any kind of recovery is admitting that we have a problem. Individuals not 
ready to acknowledge a problem may be unable to pursue and receive the help they need. 
Becoming aware of a problem—and admitting it to others—can be challenging, but it is a 
fundamental step on the recovery journey. 

2.) We came to believe that we could embrace our ignorance as an invitation to learn. 

We acknowledge that we, as white people, will never know what it feels like to walk in the 
world as a person of color. We embrace our “not knowing” as a powerful reminder of our 
ongoing need for new learning, and we abandon white supremacist traditions of “knowing” 
how others should feel, think, and act. 

3.) We developed support systems to keep us engaged in this work. 

We are aware that facing and recovering from the effects of white supremacist conditioning 
will involve difficult, sometimes painful, moments. We commit to developing practices that 
facilitate self-care…to ensure that we are gentle with ourselves while also bravely able to 
confront the dehumanizing ideology of white supremacy. 

4.) We journeyed boldly inward, exploring and acknowledging ways in which white 
supremacist teachings have been integrated into our minds and spirits. 

After acknowledging the problem, we must also acknowledge that it has impacted many 
areas of our lives, consciously and unconsciously. Each of us must explore ways, past and 
present, in which the ideology of white supremacy has negatively impacted us: our 
understanding of history, our social networks, and our patterns of interacting with people of 
color, with an emphasized focus on microaggressions. 

5.) We confessed our mistakes and failings to ourselves and others. 

Beyond identifying ways in which our thinking, feeling, and relating have been impacted by 
white supremacist conditioning, honestly addressing the actions that have emerged from that 
conditioning is a separate, necessary step. Confessing past (and ongoing) microaggressions 
to a group and receiving support is an essential part of recovery. 

6.) We were entirely ready to deconstruct previous ways of knowing, as they had been 
developed through the lens of white supremacy.  

After admitting these problems (white supremacist conditioning and related actions), it is 
then time to let go of “knowledge” developed in isolation from people of color. 

7.) We humbly explored new ways of understanding…proactively seeking out new 
learning and reconstructing a more inclusive sense of reality. 
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This step involves mindfully and intentionally engaging in learning to more deeply 
understand the experience of people of color in a white supremacist society. This type of 
learning can take place in a variety of ways, including: reading texts written by people of 
color, actively listening to the experiences of people of color, patronizing businesses owned 
by people of color, etc. 

8.) We committed ourselves to ongoing study of our racial biases, conscious or 
unconscious, and our maladaptive patterns of white supremacist thinking. 

This step is about identifying our triggers to negative thoughts (or other stereotypes, positive 
or negative) about people of color. We remain curious about the source of our thoughts, 
fears, and assumptions…and perpetually aware of their existence. 

9.) We developed strategies to counteract our racial biases. 

Developing positive associations to counter negative thoughts is an important, proactive 
strategy in recovery from white supremacy. We believe that the most powerful way to 
develop positive associations is to develop authentic relationships with people of color. In 
lieu of such relationships, we can still engage in daily, proactive practices to retrain our brain 
from the ill-effects of white supremacist conditioning. 

10.) We embraced the responsibility of focusing on our impact, more than our 
intentions, in interactions with people of color. 

Taking responsibility for the impact of our actions is an ongoing part of recovery. If we fall 
back into perpetuating white supremacist ideology—or defending actions that have caused 
hurt to people of color—it's important to stop and admit it. Prioritizing impact, instead of 
explaining the intent of our behavior (i.e. “I didn’t mean to offend you”), is essential for 
attending to the human being in front of us. 

11.) We engaged in daily practices of self-reflection. 

Reflecting on the day—on moments in which we confronted our own white supremacist 
conditioning and on moments in which we were still bound by its limiting beliefs—is an 
investment in our recovery. Relevant spiritual practices may play a helpful role in this step, 
as a way to encourage us toward continued growth and connection, beyond our mistakes. 

12.) We committed ourselves to sharing this message with our white brothers and 
sisters…in order to build a supportive recovery community and to encourage personal 
accountability within our culture. 

Assisting others to seek help in recovering from white supremacist conditioning and in 
becoming an ally with people of color is a core component of recovery. Working with future 
recovery-from-white-supremacist-conditioning groups is a common choice for this step. 
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Recovery 
Group 

Meeting 
Here 
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Recovery from White Conditioning Group Phone List 

 

Name Phone Number E-mail 
(optional) 
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Step 4 Worksheet: Journeying Boldly Inward 
We explore ways, past and present, in which the ideology of white 
supremacy has negatively impacted us: our understanding of history, our 
social networks, and our patterns of interacting with people of color, with 
an emphasized focus on microaggressions. 

A. Area of Impact 
 
 

B. Basic 
Description of 
this area of my 

life 

C. The role 
and presence 
of whiteness 
in Column B.  

D. My 
emotional 
reaction to 
Column C.  

My Understanding of 
History 

 
 

   

My Social Network 
 
 
 

   

How I interact with 
People of Color 

 
 

   

(Micro)aggressions I 
perpetrate 

 
 
 

   

Other areas of my life 
________________ 
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What’s shared here 

stays here.  
 

What’s learned here 
leaves here. 
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White Anti-Racists 
throughout  

History 
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In 1966, Vernon Ferdinand Dahmer offered to pay poll taxes for those who 
couldn’t afford the fee to vote.  

 
The night after the radio broadcast his offer, Vernon's home was 

firebombed.  
 

He died from the severe burns. Rest in power, Vernon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Southern Poverty Law Center 
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Viola Liuzzo, a housewife and mother of five, was horrified at the violence 

she saw black protesters enduring. So when she heard of the march from 

Selma to Montgomery to support voting rights, she packed a bag and told 

her husband: "It's everybody's fight."  

 

In 1965, Liuzzo arrived in Montgomery along with the other marchers. She 

listened to Dr. King speak on the Capitol steps... 

 

 

Source: Southern Poverty Law Center 
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Rev. James Reeb, a Unitarian minister from Boston, was among many 

white clergymen who joined the Selma marchers after the attack by state 

troopers at the Edmund Pettus Bridge. 

 

In 1965, Rev. Reeb died from the head injuries he received from an attack 

by white men while he walked down a Selma street. Rest in power, James. 

 

Source: Southern Poverty Law Center 
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Fay Knopp was a groundbreaking pioneer of restorative justice for 

incarcerated people and their families.  

 

She started her career in the Civil Rights Movement, where she knew the 

most important work she could do was to listen. 

“What could a white middle-class woman do in Jackson, Mississippi in 

1964? The way opened: listen.” 

 

 

 

Source: Southern Poverty Law Center 
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Jonathan Myrick Daniels came to Alabama to help register black voters.  

 

In 1965, he was arrested at a civil rights demonstration, jailed — and then 

suddenly released.  

 

He was shot to death moments later by a deputy sheriff. 

 

Source: Southern Poverty Law Center 
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In 1903, civil rights activist Virginia Foster Durr was born in Birmingham, 

Alabama. Durr was a strong advocate for women's rights, voter rights and 

civil rights. 

 

When Rosa Parks was jailed after refusing to give up her bus seat in 

Montgomery, Durr and her husband helped bail her out.  

 

After Durr's death in 1999, Parks wrote to her family in a letter: "'I will miss 

you, old soldier, but the rich legacy you have passed to your children, 

grandchildren and great-grands lives on. We still have a long ways to go, 

but you, my friend, have made it easier for all of us.'' 

Source: Southern Poverty Law Center 
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Joan Mulholland served two months on death row in a jail 30 miles from 

where Emmett Till died.  

Her crime? Participating in the Freedom Rides to integrate buses across the 

Deep South. She was 19 years old.  

Mulholland went on to participate in sit-ins, attend an all-black college, 

and help plan the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom. 

“Segregation was wrong. As a Southerner—a white Southerner—I felt that 

we should do what we could to make the South better and to rid ourselves 

of this evil.” 

 

Source: Southern Poverty Law Center 
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Sarah Moore Grimké (1792–1873) and Angelina Emily Grimké (1805–1879), 

known as the Grimké sisters, were female advocates of abolition and 

women's rights. They were writers, orators, and educators. They grew up 

in a slave-holding family in the Southern United States but moved to the 

North in the 1820s, settling for a time in Philadelphia and becoming part of 

its substantial Quaker community. They became more deeply involved 

with the abolitionist movement, traveling on its lecture circuit and 

recounting their firsthand experiences with slavery on their family's 

plantation. Among the first American women to act publicly in social 

reform movements, they were ridiculed for their abolitionist activity. They 

became early activists in the women's rights movement. They eventually 

developed a private school. 

Source: Wikipedia 
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Theodore Dwight Weld (1803-1895) was one of the architects of the 

American abolitionist movement during its formative years, playing a role 

as writer, editor, speaker, and organizer. As a student at Lane Theological 

Seminary in Cincinnati, he became the leader of the "Lane Rebels," a group 

of students who, determined to engage in free discussion, held a series of 

slavery debates over 18 days in 1834, resulting in a decision to support 

abolitionism. The group also pledged to help the 1500 free blacks in 

Cincinnati. When the school's board of directors, including president 

Lyman Beecher prohibited them from discussing slavery, about 80% of the 

students left, most of them enrolling at the new Oberlin Collegiate 

Institute. Weld however, left his studies to become an agent for the 

American Anti-Slavery Society, recruiting and training people to work for 

the cause, making converts of James G. Birney, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and 

Henry Ward Beecher. 

Source: Wikipedia 
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Helen Maria Hunt Jackson (1830-1885) was an American poet and writer 

who became an activist on behalf of improved treatment of Native 

Americans by the United States government. She described the adverse 

effects of government actions in her history A Century of Dishonor (1881). 

Her novel Ramona (1884) dramatized the federal government's 

mistreatment of Native Americans in Southern California after the 

Mexican–American War and attracted considerable attention to her cause. 

A fiery and prolific writer, Jackson engaged in heated exchanges with 

federal officials over the injustices committed against the Ponca and other 

American Indian tribes. Among her special targets was U.S. Secretary of 

Interior Carl Schurz, whom she once called "the most adroit liar I ever 

knew.” She exposed the government's violation of treaties with American 

Indian tribes and documented the corruption of US Indian agents, military 

officers, and settlers who encroached on and stole Indian lands. 

Source: Wikipedia 
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Thomas Garrett (August 21, 1789 – January 25, 1871) was an American 

abolitionist and leader in the Underground Railroad movement before the 

American Civil War. Garrett openly worked as a stationmaster on the last stop of 

the Underground Railroad in Delaware. Because he openly defied slave hunters 

as well as the slave system, Garrett had no need of secret rooms in his house at 

227 Shipley Street. The authorities were aware of his activities, but he was never 

arrested. In 1848, however, he and fellow Quaker John Hunn were sued in 

federal court. U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Roger B. Taney presided at the 

trial in the New Castle Court House, and James A. Bayard, Jr. prosecuted the 

Quakers. Garrett and Hunn were found guilty of violating the Fugitive Slave Act 

by helping a family of slaves escape. As the "architect" of the escape, Garrett 

received a $4,500 fine. A lien was put on his house until the fine was paid, with 

the aid of friends. Garrett thus continued in his iron and hardware business and 

helping runaway slaves to freedom. 

Source: Wikipedia 
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From a family line of KKK members, Bob Zellner became one of the first 

white southerners to engage in the early civil rights movement. He 

organized sit-ins, rallies, investigations and speeches from Missouri to 

Massachusetts. Along his journey, Zellner was insulted, violently attacked, 

beaten unconscious, and arrested over 18 times. Yet even now in his 70’s, 

Bob stands fast for democracy, equality and justice. 

In his lifetime, Rosa Parks said to him: “Bob, when you see something 

wrong, you’re going to have to do something about it. You can’t study it 

forever.” Julian Bond said of him: “It took a special brand of commitment 

and courage to do this work, and Bob never lack for either.” And Bob said, 

to all of us: “Brotherhood and sisterhood is not so wild a dream as those 

who profit by postponing it pretend.” 

 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/08/19/march-on-washington-bob-zellner/2646627/ 
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Anne McCarty Braden (1924–2006) was an American civil rights activist, 

journalist, and educator dedicated to the cause of racial equality. 

Born in Louisville, Kentucky, and raised in rigidly segregated Anniston, 

Alabama, Braden grew up in a white, middle-class family that accepted 

southern racial mores wholeheartedly. A devout Episcopalian, Braden was 

bothered by racial segregation, but never questioned it until her college years 

at Randolph-Macon Woman's College in Virginia. After working on 

newspapers in Alabama, she returned to Kentucky as a young adult to write 

for The Louisville Times. She became a supporter of the Civil Rights Movement 

at a time when it was unpopular among southern whites. 

Over her nearly six decades of activism, her life touched almost every modern 

U.S. social movement, and her message to them all was the centrality of 

racism and the responsibility of whites to combat it. 

Source: wikipedia  
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Robin DiAngelo has been a consultant and trainer for over 20 years on issues 

of racial and social justice. She received her PhD in Multicultural Education 

from the University of Washington in Seattle in 2004. Her area of research is in 

Whiteness Studies and Critical Discourse Analysis, explicating how 

Whiteness is reproduced in everyday narratives. She has worked with a wide-

range of organizations including private, non-profit, and governmental, and 

her work on White Fragility has been featured in various publications. 

Robin explains: “I grew up poor and white. While my class oppression has 

been relatively visible to me, my race privilege has not. In my efforts to 

uncover how race has shaped my life, I have gained deeper insight by placing 

race in the center of my analysis and asking how each of my other group 

locations have socialized me to collude with racism…I now make the 

distinction that I grew up poor and white, for my experience of poverty 

would have been different had I not been white.” 

 

Source: robindiangelo.com  
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Chris Crass is a longtime organizer, educator, and writer working to build 

powerful working class-based, feminist, multiracial movements for 

collective liberation.  He is one of the leading voices in the country calling 

for and supporting white people to work for racial justice. Chris leads 

workshops on campuses and with communities and congregations around 

the world, to help support justice efforts. 

Chris is the author of two books. His latest, Towards the "Other America:" 

Anti-Racist Resources for White People Taking Action for Black Lives Matter, a 

call to action to end white silence and a manual on how to do it. His other 

book, Towards Collective Liberation: Anti-Racist Organizing, Feminist Praxis, 

and Movement Building Strategy, draws from his nearly 30 years as an 

organizer and educator and offers a firsthand look at the challenges and 

opportunities of anti-racist work in white communities, feminist work with 

men, and bringing women of color feminism into the heart of social justice. 

Source: chriscrass.org 
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John Brown (1800–1859) was an American abolitionist who advocated that armed 

insurrection was the only way to overthrow the institution of slavery in the 

United States. Dissatisfied with the pacifism of the organized abolitionist 

movement, he said, "These men are all talk. What we need is action—action!" 

During the Kansas campaign, Brown commanded forces at the Battle of Black 

Jack and the Battle of Osawatomie. In 1859, Brown led a raid on the federal 

armory at Harpers Ferry to start a liberation movement among the slaves there. 

During the raid, he seized the armory; seven people were killed, and ten or more 

were injured. He intended to arm slaves with weapons from the arsenal, but the 

attack failed. He was tried for treason against the Commonwealth of Virginia, the 

murder of five men, and inciting a slave insurrection. He was found guilty on all 

counts and was hanged. Brown's raid captured the nation's attention. Richard 

Owen Boyer emphasizes that Brown was "an American who gave his life that 

millions of other Americans might be free.” 

Source: wikipedia  
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Jane Elliott (born in 1933) is an American former third-grade schoolteacher, 

anti-racism activist, and educator, as well as a feminist and an LGBT 

activist. She is known for her "Blue eyes–Brown eyes" exercise. She first 

conducted her famous exercise for her class the day after Martin Luther 

King, Jr. was assassinated. When her local newspaper published 

compositions that the children had written about the experience, the 

reactions (both positive and negative) formed the basis for her career as a 

public speaker against discrimination. After leaving her school, Elliott 

became a diversity educator full-time. She still holds the exercise and gives 

lectures about its effects all over the U.S. and in several locations overseas. 

 

Source: wikipedia  


